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Press Release
MecSoft Corporation Partners with C.R. Onsrud
for Affordable and Efficient Cutting Solutions
Irvine, CA, May 20, 2009: MecSoft Corporation, the developer of VisualMILL™ computer
aided manufacturing (CAM) software, has partnered with C.R. Onsrud of Troutman, NC to
quickly integrate a new router solution for Aerospace Composite Products of Livermore, CA – a
valued MecSoft customer.
After three (3) years of successfully working with VisualMILL™, Aerospace Composite
Products decided it was time to upgrade their
CNC router. They needed higher tolerances
across a 5’ x 10’ table, and also a more
powerful spindle. “Onsrud was an easy
choice, with excellent customer service and
a great reputation for building 1st class CNC
routers,” mentions Justin Sparr, Vice
President
at
Aerospace
Composite
Products. He continued by saying “We also
wanted to support a domestic manufacturer,”
thus making C.R. Onsrud a natural fit.
Although Onsrud was not familiar with
VisualMILL™, after a few conversations with MecSoft technical support, it was determined that
MecSoft would continue to meet their needs with the new router. Of course, nothing is certain
until the day of implementation…
“On the day of implementation, MecSoft and Onsrud came through with flying colors,” exclaims
Sparr. The Onsrud technician, who had never worked with VisualMILL™ before, was able to
easily access the post processor editor and begin modifying the post to match what the new
router required. As the Onsrud technician was only available for 2 days, the quick integration
with VisualMILL™ was essential to provide enough time to focus on the router setup. They
were cutting production parts on the new router by the end of the first day.
“MecSoft Corporation’s partnership with C.R Onsrud brings together state-of-the-art machining
software with one of the best-performing router machines in the industry” says Anita Anand,
Senior Vice President, Sales and Operations at MecSoft. “The new bundled solution offers a
revolutionary, easy to use, affordable solution to the wood working industry.”
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About C.R. Onsrud
C.R. Onsrud, Inc. offers a comprehensive line of high-precision machining products including 3,
4, and 5-Axis CNC Routers, Inverted Pin Routers, as well as a complete line of tooling and
accessories. Onsrud is well known for superior service capabilities, high-tech training facilities
and an extensive Applications Engineering department to further reinforce our pledge to
provide the industry with the best products, service, and customer support! For further
information please contact C. R. Onsrud sales at 800-638-8185 and ask for Richard Comer,
Tom Flowers, Clint Morton, John Akin, or Andy Turner.
About Aerospace Composite Products
ACP Composites is a custom composites manufacturing and distribution company dedicated to
providing solutions to specific design requirements. ACP specializes in producing composite
panels, tubes, and rods for a variety of industries including medical and aerospace. For further
information about Aerospace Composite Products or any of their services, please call 925-4435900, or visit their website at www.acpsales.com
About MecSoft Corporation
MecSoft Corporation is a leading provider of Windows®-based CAD/CAM software solutions
for manufacturing parts in a wide variety of industries including aerospace, automotive,
education, general machining, and mold & die. For further information about MecSoft
Corporation or any of their products, please call 949-654-8163, visit www.mecsoft.com, or
email sales@mecsoft.com.
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